DNA methylation pattern mapping is heavily studied in normal and diseased tissues. A variety of methods have been established to interrogate the cytosine methylation patterns in cells. Reduced representation of whole genome bisulfite sequencing was developed to detect quantitative base pair resolution cytosine methylation patterns at GC-rich genomic loci. This is accomplished by combining the use of a restriction enzyme followed by bisulfite conversion. Enhanced Reduced Representation Bisulfite Sequencing (ERRBS) increases the biologically relevant genomic loci covered and has been used to profile cytosine methylation in DNA from human, mouse and other organisms. ERRBS initiates with restriction enzyme digestion of DNA to generate low molecular weight fragments for use in library preparation. These fragments are subjected to standard library construction for next generation sequencing. Bisulfite conversion of unmethylated cytosines prior to the final amplification step allows for quantitative base resolution of cytosine methylation levels in covered genomic loci. The protocol can be completed within four days. Despite low complexity in the first three bases sequenced, ERRBS libraries yield high quality data when using a designated sequencing control lane. Mapping and bioinformatics analysis is then performed and yields data that can be easily integrated with a variety of genome-wide platforms. ERRBS can utilize small input material quantities making it feasible to process human clinical samples and applicable in a range of research applications. The video produced demonstrates critical steps of the ERRBS protocol.
Introduction
DNA methylation at cytosine (5-methylcytosine) is an epigenetic mark critical in mammalian cells for a variety of biological processes, including but not limited to imprinting, X chromosome inactivation, development, and regulation of gene expression [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The study of DNA methylation patterns in malignant and other disorders has determined disease specific patterns and contributed to the understanding of disease pathogenesis and potential biomarker discoveries [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . There are many protocols that interrogate the epigenome for DNA methylation status. These can be divided into affinity-based, restriction enzyme-based, and bisulfite conversion-based assays that utilize microarray or sequencing platforms downstream. Furthermore, there are a few protocols that bridge these general categories including, but not limited to, Combined Bisulfite Restriction Analysis 18 and Reduced Representation Bisulfite Sequencing (RRBS 19 ).
RRBS was originally described by Meissner et al. 19, 20 . The protocol introduced a step to enrich GC-rich genomic regions followed by bisulfite sequencing, which resulted in quantitative base-pair resolution data that is cost effective 21, 22 . The GC-rich regions are targeted by the MspI (C^CGG) restriction enzyme, and cytosine methylation is resolved by bisulfite conversion of cytosines (deamination of unmodified cytosines to uracil), followed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification. RRBS covered the majority of gene promoters and CpG islands in a fraction of the sequencing required for a whole genome; however RRBS had limited coverage of CpG shores and other intergenic regions of biological relevance. Several groups have published updated RRBS protocols since the original report that improve upon the methodology and resultant coverage of these genomic regions [23] [24] [25] . Enhanced Reduced Representation Bisulfite Sequencing (ERRBS) includes library preparation modifications and an alternate data alignment approach 26 when compared to RRBS. ERRBS resulted in a higher number of CpGs represented in the data generated and increased coverage of all genomic regions interrogated 26 . This method has been used to resolve DNA methylation patterns in human patient and other animal specimens , and a CD34+ bone marrow sample from a normal human donor). The protocol includes an automated size selection process, which reduces the processing time per sample and allows for increased accuracy in library size selection. The protocol combines a series of established molecular biology techniques. High molecular weight DNA is digested with a methylation-insensitive restriction enzyme (MspI) followed by end-repair, A-tailing, and ligation of methylated adapters. Size selection of the GC-rich fragments is followed by bisulfite conversion and PCR amplification prior to sequencing. Bisulfite conversion has been previously described 32 and detailed review of data analysis and applications is beyond the scope of this paper, however recommendations and references are included for the readers' use. The protocol can be performed over four days and is amenable to small input (50 ng or less) material amounts. The protocol as described yields data with high coverage per CpG site sufficient not only for differential methylation site and region determinations but also for epigenetic polymorphism detection as described by Landan, et al.
33
.
Protocol
NOTE: Institutional review board approval was obtained at Weill Cornell Medical College (protocol number 0805009783) and this study was performed in accordance with the Helsinki protocol.
1. Prepare a PCR master mix using the reagents in Table 5 per library fraction (optimized for the use of FastStart Taq DNA Polymerase). 2. Add the PCR master mix to each 40 µl bisulfite-converted library fraction. Mix by pipetting. Divide the 200 µl reaction into four PCR tubes with 50 µl each. 3. Amplify the reactions in a thermal cycler with the following protocol: Set the heat lid to 100 o C. Initialize with a step of 94 °C for 5 min. Run 18 cycles of denaturing, annealing and extension/elongation steps: 94 °C for 20 seconds followed by 65 °C for 30 seconds followed by 72 °C for 1 min. Run a final extension/elongation step of 72 °C for 3 min and hold at 4 °C. NOTE: 18 cycles of PCR is recommended for low input material quantities (less than 10 ng) and for first time users of the protocol. The protocol can be adjusted for a lower number of PCR cycles (as low as 14 cycles for 50 ng of input DNA; see Table 6 ).
Purify PCR reactions
). 4. Use Bismark 41 to align the filtered, adapter trimmed sequence reads to the bisulfite converted reference human genome hg19 (whole genome alignment approach) and determine the methylation context for each cytosine. Bismark is a customized short read mapping tool that aligns bisulfite treated reads to a bisulfite converted genome (where all 'C's are converted to 'T's) and returns methylation calls for cytosines in CpG, CHG, and CHH context. Typically set the seed length (-l) to the read length for alignment accuracy and use defaults for all other parameters. 5. Sort aligned reads first by chromosome, then start position, and finally strand, after alignment is complete. 6. Use custom scripts (see Supplemental code file 2 for script commands) to iterate over the sorted methylation calls output by Bismark to compute the percent methylation scores of bisulfite converted Cytosines (T's; representing unmethylated C's) and non-converted C's (representing methylated C's) for each cytosine methylation context (CpG, CHG, CHH), retaining only the cytosines that have at least phred quality score of 20 and have at least 10x coverage. NOTE: The outputs are a methylation score file for each cytosine context with columns corresponding to: the position, strand, coverage, percent cytosine, and percent thymine, and for CHG and CHH context, a column for the next base (the H). 7. Use a custom script (see Supplemental code file 2 for script commands) to compute the conversion rates, from the methylation scores, and output the total of other C's considered (CHG and CHH context), average conversion rate, and median conversion rate. Compute conversion rates for both strands independently as well as summarized over the entire library. Mean conversion rate is the fraction of C's (converted and unconverted) in non-CpG context of the total number of C's. Cytosines in CHG or CHH context are typically unmethylated and therefore present as thymine in the sequencing data. 8. Generate a BAM file of the aligned reads using Bismark's bismark2SAM_v5_xm.pl 41 and SAMTOOLS
42
, and generate a wiggle format file using a custom script to convert the CpG methylation calls. The post-processed output can be converted to other formats, such as a bedgraph, and viewed in a genome browser such as the UCSC Genome Browser 43 or IGV 44 .
Representative Results
Figure 1 provides an overview of ERRBS, highlighting key steps, which are explained throughout the protocol described. ERRBS libraries were prepared using 50 ng input DNA. Data alignment and cytosine methylation determination as described in the protocol yields base-pair resolution data ( The ERRBS protocol is amenable to multiplexing (see Supplemental file 1: Protocol adaptation for multiplexed sequencing). Data from representative sequencing runs is summarized in Figure 5 . Data from multiplexed sequencing runs (51-cycle single-read sequencing run; n = 128 for two libraries per lane; n = 11 for three libraries per lane; n = 11 for four libraries per lane) were compared to a full lane sequencing of an ERRBS library (51-cycle single-read sequencing runs; n = 100) as well as downsampling a single lane to simulate 50%, 33% and 25% of reads per lane (2, 3, and 4 sample multiplexing per lane respectively; n = 3). As the number of reads per sample decreases with the multiplexing factor, the number of CpGs covered at a minimum coverage of 10x and the coverage per CpG decreases as well ( Figure 5 and Table 8 ). Mean conversion rates of non-CpG sites expected are 99.85% ± 0.04% (n = 400). Conversion rates lower than 99% may indicate less than optimal bisulfite conversion that can result in high rates of false methylation levels.
Data from an ERRBS library prepared from a representative human genomic DNA was analyzed in R 2.15.2 45 using the methylKit package 26 (see Supplemental code file 1 for command details). The data can be visualized in commonly used genome browsers ( Figure 6A ). The cytosine methylation data is equally derived from both strands ( Figure 6B ) and ranges the entire spectrum of potential cytosine methylation levels ( Figure  6C ). Analysis of technical replicates from a representative human DNA sample yields high concordance between the data results ( Figure 6D ) and covers CpGs in a broad spectrum of genomic loci ( Figure 6E and F and as previously described 26 ). While technical replicas will yield high R 2 values (greater than 97%), biological replicas will yield R 2 values ranging from 0.92 to 0.96 26 , and comparing different human cell types will yield R 2 values lower than 0.86 (data not shown). Table 7 : Representative ERRBS data. After data alignment and cytosine methylation determination, base pair data is obtained. For each CpG covered, the alignment protocol as described will determine the genomic coordinate (columns: chr = chromosome, Base and Strand), the coverage rate of the specific locus (Coverage), and the rate of detection cytosine versus thymidine as percent (freqC and freqT respectively). 
Number of ERRBS libraries per lane

Discussion
The protocol presented yields base-pair resolution data of cytosine methylation at biologically-relevant genomic regions. The protocol as written is optimized for 50 ng of starting material, however, it can be adapted to handle a range of input material (5 ng or more) 26 . This will require adjustments of some of the protocol steps as seen in Table 6 . The ERRBS libraries are amenable to paired end sequencing and further genomic coverage can also be accomplished by sequencing reads longer than 51 cycles. Multiplexed sequencing will offer a lower cost protocol per sample, however, this will result in reduced coverage per CpG site represented in the data ( Figure 5 and Table 8 ), and will not yield sufficient depth of coverage to perform analyses which require high coverage per CpG site (e.g. as described by Landan et al. 33 ). Finally, this protocol (or any bisulfite-based protocol) cannot distinguish between methyl-cytosine and hydroxymethyl-cytosine 46, 47 . However, the data generated can be integrated with other protocol results 48, 49 to delineate the different modifications, and other cytosine modifications recently reported 50 , should they be of interest.
High quality libraries will appear as shown in Figure 3A -C, and once pooled for sequencing yields a trace as shown in Figure 3G (red trace) representing equal molar contributions from both library fractions. Library preparation failure can result from any step during the procedure. If degraded DNA is processed it will result in libraries that are not enriched in MspI fragments and hence in low CpG coverage using the sequencing parameters described in this protocol. If an enzyme is non-functional or inadvertently excluded from one of the reactions, the protocol will not yield the expected library. If the ligation reaction is inefficient, adaptors are at a higher concentration than expected, and/ or the primers concentration used is a limiting reagent for the final amplification steps, library failure can occur. Excess adapters (seen as a peaks at ~150 bp in bioanalyzer results; Figure 3D-F) in the library will also interfere with sequencing due to the indiscriminate clustering of both the library and excess adapters. While such a library may sequence apparently normally, a significant portion of the reads will be merely adapter sequences. If excess adapters are observed in a library, it is best to repeat the library preparation if material is available using optimal input material to adapter quantity ratios. Finally, to ensure efficient PCR amplification of the libraries, the lower and higher library fractions are maintained as separate samples throughout the bisulfite conversion and PCR enrichment steps. Failure to do so yields differential efficiency of amplification during the PCR reaction of higher and lower fractions (as seen in Figure 3G blue trace) and the potential for unequal representation of the respective genomic loci covered in each library fraction during sequencing. The user may opt to include a quantitative PCR step immediately after the bisulfite conversion for further titration of optimal PCR cycles needed to amplify the libraries being generated.
ERRBS library preparation protocol has several key steps in which specific reagents are recommended. At the end-repair step, the use of a four-nucleotide dNTP mix allows for end-repair of any products not containing the CG overhang, such as those resulting from MspI enzymatic star activity and sheared DNA fragments present in the original DNA sample. This results in improved CpG representation in the results. At the ligation step it is critical to use a high concentration ligase (2,000,000 units/ml) and methylated adapters to ensure that the ligation reaction is efficient and that the bisulfite conversion does not influence the adapter sequences essential for accurate data alignment. At the PCR step, using a polymerase capable of amplifying bisulfite-treated GC-rich DNA fragments is necessary for high specificity. Finally, to ensure elimination of excess adapters and primers, SPRI bead purification (for example: Agencourt AMPure XP) is recommended rather than column based assays for ligation and PCR product isolations.
In order to generate high quality data, it is important to ensure efficient bisulfite conversion. The control presented offers the user the ability to determine conversion efficiency prior to sequencing. As an alternative, a non-human DNA such as lambda DNA can be used as an internal control (spike-in). Due to the differences in species, this type of a control can be directly included in downstream sequencing (e.g. as used by Yu, et al. 34 ). However, if the spike-in is utilized, it cannot be used to determine conversion efficiency prior to library sequencing unless uniquely amplified and independently sequenced prior to library sequencing. The conversion rates determined are based on the methylation status at non-CpG sites. This may not be appropriate for use in the context of high cytosine methylation in non-CpG context (for example embryonic stem cells) and parallel samples or other means of assessing for conversion efficiency can be utilized for this purpose.
There are a few caveats to address that are unique to the sequencing of ERRBS libraries. The first three bases of the library fractions sequenced are nearly uniformly non-random due to the MspI recognition cut site (C^CGG; see Figure 4B, C) . This results in the potential for significant data loss due to low quality reads resulting from poor cluster localization in spite of apparent high cluster density during sequencing. To overcome this barrier, include a high complexity library in an independent lane (PhiX control or other library type) as a dedicated control lane. High complexity libraries have ends containing a balanced representation of A, C, T and G in the first four bases sequenced. Suitable control lanes include libraries such as RNA-seq, ChIP-seq, whole genome sequencing, or a control offered by the sequencing machine manufacturer (e.g. PhiX Control v3). When designated as a control lane for the respective sequencing run, it can serve as the basis for the matrix generation which is utilized during the first four bases of sequencing to detect cluster positions. The higher quality reads captured will raise the mean coverage per CpG site by 5.2 (n = 4). Alternatively, this technical difficulty can also be overcome using a dark sequencing approach as previously described 23 .
Other sequencing criteria follow standard operating procedures per manufacturer's protocols. Finally, the coverage per CpG chosen for data analysis will be guided by the user and in part by the biological questions of interest. 10x coverage threshold affords a high coverage analysis approach, however this threshold can be lowered should that be of interest.
A full discussion of ERRBS data analysis is beyond the scope of this article, however, differentially methylated cytosines and regions can be determined using open source tools 31, [51] [52] [53] . Additional analysis considerations and approaches have been well-described 54, 55 , and the reader is encouraged to search the literature for tools most appropriate to the analysis planned.
Compared to other published methods, ERRBS offers a four-day protocol which when performed as described yields high rates of reproducibility. It has been validated compared to the gold standard MassARRAY EpiTYPER 26 , is cost-effective for high coverage data, and is adaptable for various input material amounts (favorable for clinical sample processing and other cell types of low frequency) and sequencing approaches. It offers base-pair resolution at biologically relevant loci and can be used in integrative analyses with other techniques profiling genome-wide transcription factor binding, chromatin remodeling, epigenetic marks and other cytosine modifications of interest. ERRBS data use in such studies can contribute to a comprehensive molecular approach and allow for high dimensional analyses in the study of biological models and human disease.
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